
It is all but impossible to come away from one of the 
BFWG’s annual Westminster Seminars without much 

to reflect on – and usually a sense of some hitherto hazy or 
misapprehended area of knowledge being suddenly illumined. 
This year’s seminar, ‘A Woman’s Right to Know’, based on the 
cross-cutting IFUW objective ‘Education for the realisation of 
women’s right to know’, proved no exception.

Sponsored by Baroness Randerson, Parliamentary Under-
Secretary of State for Wales, and chaired by BFWG President 
Jenny Morley, the event took place at the House of Lords on 
October 17th. It offered a rare and fascinating opportunity to 
hear three speakers from different fields of expertise addressing 
issues of contemporary debate as diverse as the changing role 
of women in Islam, the effectiveness of restorative justice 
and the disturbing problem of internet abuse – and their 
implications for women. There was much to absorb within the 
necessarily brief time allotted to each speaker, but there was 
no doubt of the audience’s intense involvement throughout. To 
quote Baroness Randerson in her welcoming address, “It does 
one’s heart good to see such a large and lively gathering!”

The first speaker was Dr. Shuruq Naguib, Lecturer in 
Islamic Studies at Lancaster University and a previous BFWG 
Scholarship winner. The role of women in Islam was defined 
by religion, she told the meeting, describing how Muslim 
women’s religious authority had been eroded, so that 
nowadays, although able to train in law and theology, they 
were not allowed to disseminate their knowledge to the wider 
community and practise as ‘muftis’. However, she remained 
positive that change, through women politically informed 
about what was possible in contemporary Muslim society and 
willing to move forward gradually and tactfully, would come 
about eventually.

Westminster Seminar 2013 - ‘A Women’s Right to Know’
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Restorative justice, whereby those harmed and those who 
caused the harm come together with the aim of repairing 
or lessening the harm, was the subject of a brisk and lucid 
exposition by Sian West, former prison governor and Associate 
Lecturer in Criminology at the University of Kent. It had 
proved particularly appropriate for women, who tend to be 
more interested in understanding and getting answers than 
exacting retribution. Did it work? Emphatically yes, said Ms 
West. Rates of re-offending were reduced, questions could be 
put in a face-to-face encounter that were never asked in court 
and, given insight into the results of their crime, the offender 
could take responsibility for their actions and make suitable 
reparation. Restorative justice is now available throughout 
the UK and subject to both parties’ agreement, the victim has 
the right to meet the injurer.

The third speaker, Dr. Claire Hardaker, Lecturer in 
Linguistics at Lancaster University, shed light on an unpleasant 
contemporary problem that is perceived as on the increase - 
internet abuse. Specialising in online aggression, deception and 
manipulation, Dr. Hardaker said that online threats were a form 
of meanness directed particularly against women. Motives could 
include boredom, desire for attention, revenge, or a grievance 
against a world felt to be passing them by. Perpetrators used 
strategies like victim-blaming and diminishing (‘just a joke’, 
‘everybody does it’) to rationalise their behaviour and felt 
secure from any consequences by the perceived anonymity of 
the net – an assumption Dr. Hardaker satisfyingly disproved by 
flashing up the picture of a perpetrator of particularly horrific 
threats who had in fact been traced and identified. However, 
more effective and enforceable legislation for cyber crime is 
certainly needed.

Questions reflected 
the audience’s 
engagement. 
Responding to ‘Could 
the media exercise 
more editorial 
control over online 
‘trolling’ (often, in 
fact, inviting it)?’ 
Dr. Hardaker said 
it was ultimately a 
question of personal 
morality. The absence of 
face-to-face interaction had 
a dehumanising effect and discouraging feelings of guilt. 
Restorative justice instead of expensive custody was also 
discussed, the caveat being that it was neither an alternative 
to justice nor a form of mediation.

In conclusion, President Jenny Morley thanked the speakers 
for a thought-provoking seminar and also the organiser, Vice 
President Gabrielle Suff, who commented that it had helped 
to ‘shine a light on places where women are undervalued’. 
It was followed by the usual splendid tea, conversation and 
glittering river views in the Cholmondeley Room. 

Pat Alderman, Society of Women Writers & Journalists
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from the editor’s desk

I offer below some brief thoughts on the future of BFWG. I make no apologies for 
perhaps being somewhat controversial - my aim is the promotion of discussion! 

• We should bear in mind that any ideas that the existing members of BFWG come up 
with, are handicapped by the fact that we are members, and do attend conferences, 
and so are not best placed to judge a) why people do not join, and b) why those who 
join do not participate more. 

• Many older members joined as young mothers at home. They joined, it seems, not 
for what they would do in the Federation, but for whom they would be doing it with.

• I fear that this culture still persists in some LAs. They do not offer a programme that 
differs greatly from other organisations; – what is the LA’s USP? LAs may very well die 
with that generation.

• We are in a period of transition from one culture to another. We should be planning 
for a future without LAs, but with members joining together based on their interests, 
rather than where they live.

• As for meetings, we should think about the causes that result in excluding different 
groups of women from our activities. Lack of access to the internet is often 
mentioned, but there are other ways of excluding members and potential members. 
Choice of meeting times can exclude almost all women who work, and choice of 
venue can exclude those who do not have access to a car. Some meetings are also 
rather expensive. 

• At the AGM, there was discussion of the recent lack of general resolutions, but praise 
for study days. The difference between the two being presumably; that the latter 
offers ample time for discussion, and there is no pressure to vote!

• So, if we are to be a dynamic and effective lobbying and networking organisation, 
could we bridge the gap between the old and new cultures by concentrating on 
policies, preparing them in networks, before voting on them at AGM?

• With regard to attracting new members: busy women will get involved with an 
organisation if it is doing some useful work, and they feel they can contribute. 
(Please see full article on the BFWG website)

Susan Miles, Vice-President
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Dear Members,
Greetings! We all are in festive mood as 

Christmas is upon us. To echo W. T. Ellis, ‘It is 
Christmas in the heart that puts Christmas in 
the air.’

We had a very good start to the BFWG 
academic year followed by the Westminster 
Seminar. It was lovely to meet so many of 
you at the House of Lords and to enrich our 
awareness about some burning issues for women 
in contemporary times. In this edition, Pat 
Alderman and Prue Chadderton report in detail 
on the seminar. There is a lovely picture gallery on the BFWG website giving some 
of the glimpses of its splendid setting and grandeur and those who were not able to 
attend will surely enjoy it. Thank you, Gabrielle, for all your hard work in organising 
the seminar!

We also report on some other national events as well as Regional and local 
activities. Following the Westminster Seminar, we had a very interesting International 
Relations Day where we confirmed the action plans to help Afghan women by working 
through Resolution 7 passed at the IFUW Conference. Please see details on page 
4 of this News and on the BFWG website. We welcome Jennifer Alexander of the 
Society of Women Journalist and Writers as a new member. She has also written 
about the Westminster Seminar which is available on the BFWG website. We need 
our organisation to flourish by increasing membership and encouraging members to 
contribute their talent in a variety of activities, so improving the status of women 
in all spheres of life and taking BFWG towards new achievements. Susan Miles also 
provokes some thoughts on ‘Future of BFWG’.

We look forward to our 2014 Executive meeting in March (Agenda on page 6); 
Regional Spring Meetings/AGMs; a planned six-day visit to Strasbourg in May (details 
on bulletin board); and also the Research Presentation Day. The next AGM/Conference  
2014 will be hosted by the Swansea Association in the beautiful setting of Swansea 
Bay. Further details and the booking form can be found in the Insert of this issue.

Again, thanks to all those who wrote for this edition. Have a great Christmas and 
a lovely year ahead!

Sudha Srivastava, Editor
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JennIfeR’S dIARy

Dear Members,

I offer below a few items of interest − but please also see 
‘Getting to Know Your Federation’

• There is now set up a Past Presidents Advisory Panel which 
will help to resolve any matter left outstanding from Man-
agement Team and Executive business that involves the need 
for arbitration between Members, LAs and the Federation. 
Agreed to be involved are Marianne Haslegrave, Elizabeth 
Poskitt, Christel Moor, Jean MacDonald and Nancy Catchpole 
and we thank them for their generosity in promoting har-
mony within BFWG.

• The Management Team thanks Winchester and Sutton 
Coldfield LAs for their Votes of Confidence.

• The outcome from International Day (see Sudha’s and 
Cynthia’s articles) was to engage in work on our BFWG 
Resolution 7 passed at the IFUW Conference - ‘the right of 
women and girls to free access to education, especially 
with reference to Pakistan and Afghanistan’. This actively 
continues the current BFWG Theme ‘A Woman’s Right 
to Know’, so well illuminated for us by the distinguished 
speakers at the recent seminar in the House of Lords. Our 
gratitude goes to VP Gabrielle Suff for organising this and 
to Baroness Randerson of Roath Park, Cardiff in acting as 
Sponsor.

• An initial workshop about the female education situation 
in Afghanistan is planned, as you can read on page 4. The 
problems for the girls and women in Afghanistan may worsen 
once the troops leave next spring, so we need to lobby our 
government to help as much as possible.

• In November, I was invited to a fascinating lecture at the 
Royal Society on ‘Science, Rationalism and Academic 
Freedom’, a personal and historical perspective by Prof Jim 

Al-Khalili OBE. This was the 
first in a series on the theme 
‘Science and Civilisation’, 
supported by the Royal 
Society and the British 
Academy. It commemorates 
the lecture given in 1933 by 
Albert Einstein against the 
persecution of academics 
and is promoted by CARA (as 
mentioned in Sheila Young’s 
ER day piece) to mark 80 
years of assisting persecuted 
academics. Einstein encouraged his audience to “resist 
the powers which threaten to suppress intellectual and 
individual freedom-------without such freedom there 
would have been no Shakespeare, no goethe, no newton, 
no faraday, no Pasteur and no Lister”.

• After the event I talked with several displaced women 
academics from Algeria and Syria, with whom I will continue 
to network on your behalf. I also asked the Chairman of CARA 
how it is active with respect to Afghanistan.

• The Management Team is working to access professional PR 
and Publicity help, for a trial period, to assist in recruitment 
using modern approaches such as social media.

• Please look carefully at the Vacancies list and think if you 
can contribute personally to BFWG.

• We also look forward to having General Resolutions from you 
for the 2014 AGM.

Best wishes for a wonderful, restful Christmas and a healthy, 
active New Year.

Jenny Morley, President 2011-2014

As many of you will know, at the end of 2012 the 
Women’s Library moved from its premises in Aldgate, 

where it was part of London Metropolitan University, to the 
library of the LSE, in Portugal Street. This move is already 
proving immensely beneficial to those scholars wanting to use 
the BFUW archive. (Note, not BFWG: the later papers are still 
stored at Mandeville Courtyard and are in the process of being 
weeded.)

Shortly before the Women’s Library closed at Aldgate, the 
BFWG executive agreed that the BFUW archive should cease to 
be regarded as on long-term loan and should be donated to the 
Library according to their standard terms for such collections. 
This enabled cataloguing of the collection which had been 
inaccessible since leaving the University of Portsmouth over 
ten years ago, to go ahead.

The staff at the Women’s Library at LSE recognise the great 
importance of this collection and the urgency of getting it into 
their online catalogue, and at the end of October catalogue 
entries for the first forty boxes were put online.

These are chiefly reports and minutes. Many of the 
remaining boxes contain correspondence, and as there are 
data protection concerns about some of this material, it will 
be accessible to scholars only with prior consultation with 
BFWG. The Women’s Library will make a PDF of the typed 
catalogue lists, to be made available to approved researchers.

From contacts I have had recently, it is clear that the BFUW 
archive is of great interest to several groups of researchers: 
historians of women’s education; those researching women 
academic refugees; historians of science, and no doubt many 
others. This is good news for the academic world and for the 
Federation, so please spread it widely.

Susan Miles, Vice-President

BfuW Archive – good news at last!BfWg backs ‘Zonta Says no!’ campaign to 
end violence Against Women

The BFWG supported the ‘Zonta Says No!’ Campaign to 
end violence against women which took place between 

25th November and 10th December.

Founded in 1919, Zonta International works to improve the 
status of women. This year, clubs in the UK are organising a 
campaign to escalate the conversation about Female Genital 
Mutilation (FGM). Universities can participate by showing 
an award winning film to prompt discussion. “The Cutting 
Tradition” is narrated by Meryl Streep and co-directed by 
Nancy Durrell McKenna, a member of Zonta and Founder 
Director of registered charity ‘SafeHands for Mothers’.

FGM affects over 60,000 women in the UK and over 
20,000 girls are at risk each year. Women graduates are well 
qualified to lead the discussion on this sensitive issue and are 
encouraged to find out more on www.zontaguildford.org.

For more 
information, please 
contact-

Zonta: Anna Hummel 
(07593 575577, 
guildford@zontad29.
org)

SafeHands for 
mothers: Janie 
New (07831 
341836, janienew@
safehands.org) 

Anna Hummel
Nancy Durrell McKenna (left) and Zonta 

International President, Lynn McKenzie (right) 
supporting the campaign in Guildford

(Photo: Anna Hummel)
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International day: A follow-up on Resolutions from the IfuW conference

On International Day, 26th October, thirteen members 
gathered at Headquarters to discuss and adopt the 

resolutions to work on from the IFUW Triennial Conference at 
Istanbul.

 The morning session was started by CIR, Prof. Cynthia Burek, 
with a ‘pictorial journey’ of the Istanbul visit followed by a 
brief introduction to the IFUW Conference, its focus on human 
rights and education, workshops and visits, including one to the 
Court of Justice. All speakers at the conference were very good.

Cynthia highlighted IFUW’s pledge both to use education 
and friendship to combat violence and to empower women 
researchers by awarding scholarships. She also elaborated on the 
achievements of the grants-giving Committee. A comparative 
study of 2008 and 2011 awards supplemented by charts and 
graphs highlighted that the UK is the most popular International 
destination amongst the award winners. Short case histories of 
2010-11 IFUW scholarship winners were presented followed by 
the information about the next competition in 2014-15. We were 
informed that the criteria for grants has changed and is now 
only available to PhD students. A 2011 survey of NFAs (covered 
two years 2009-10 with response from 15 countries) revealed 
that a total of $5 million were given in grants, which included 
the IFUW grants. This is fantastic achievement; making IFUW 
and NFAs the largest grant-giving body to female education in 
the world.

The session was then handed over to Margaret Tait who 
briefed us about the new IFUW board. Margaret informed us 
that capitation fees will not be raised for the next triennium. 
This is good news! Also, Proposal 1 for the future of IFUW (to 
retain the office in Geneva) was passed at the Conference. 
However, there is a possibility that the suggestion in Proposal 
2 to have professional conference organisers and alternative 
sessions may be adopted. Elizabeth Poskitt suggested that 
a local award during the IFUW Conference for the hosting 
country should be introduced along the lines of BFWG 
Research Presentation Day. Margaret initiated an open round 
of discussion to gather feedback, questions or any suggestion 
for the new IFUW board and its working. IFUW Centenary 
celebrations in 2019 were discussed before the members broke 

Members meeting on International Day (Photo: Sally Johnson)

future International work for BfWg
A Woman’s Right to Know

for lunch. A working lunch was a great window for all to 
catch up on other aspects of life and have one-to-one chats.

The afternoon session was mostly focused on resolutions. 
All 12 resolutions from the Conference were discussed one by 
one and everyone agreed to work on Resolution 7 - ‘Right to 
Safe Access to Education for All Girls and Women’ (proposed 
by BFWG and passed at Conference) with a particular focus on 
Afghanistan. Cynthia gave a detailed report about the current 
status of female education in Afghanistan and what we as both 
an organisation and as individuals can potentially contribute 
at primary, secondary and degree levels. Key obstacles viz. 
poverty, early marriage, insecurity, long distance to school, 
lack of family and community support etc. to female education 
in Afghanistan were discussed. A video of Dr Sima Samar 
(Chairperson of the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights 
Commission) on Afghan women was very informative as well 
as inspirational for all of us. Please see video link – http://
www.siddons.ca/Oct-2013/Dr.Samar_at_IFUW_-_Allard_
Award.mov.zip. All presentation slides and links are accessible 
on the BFWG website via http://bfwg.org.uk/bfwg6/index.
php/bfwg-in-action/national/307-international-relations-
day-2013. A suggested reading list prepared by the Canadian 
Federation (see link on the BFWG website: http://bfwg.org.
uk/bfwg6/images/downloads/2013ir-day-reading-list.pdf)
can be useful for local book groups.

As the discussion progressed to its end, conclusions were 
drawn over three key action points (see Cynthia’s report). 

Members emphasised that the time has come to include 
new types of events to make our calendar richer and solicit 
participation of more members. The meeting which had 
progressed at a steady pace concluded with some concrete 
action points to take things forward. Thanks to all attendees 
for their valuable presence.

Sudha Srivastava, CIR Alternate

Following the International Day in London on 26th Oct. 
2013 it has been decided to pursue three lines of 

work related to our BFWG resolution passed in Istanbul and 
encompassing our theme of ‘A Woman’s Right to Know’.

1. We will educate ourselves both locally and nationally 
and raise awareness of the plight of female education in 
Afghanistan by asking the questions on aid recipients and 
exploring the number of students in our Universities from 
Afghanistan and also reading from the Canadian booklist 
mentioned in Sudha’s report above.

2. We will have a day’s workshop focussing on many different 
aspects of Afghanistan with experts in the area, hopefully 
including Dr. Samar, Chairperson of the Independent 
Afghanistan Human Rights Committee. This will be in 2014 
when she is next available.

3. We will support Afghan girls in Higher Education in certain 
universities, at 
present the University 
of Chester. This will 
probably be in the 
‘Auntie’ capacity 
rather than full 
financial support. 
(‘Auntie’ usage, 
thanks to Christel 
Moor).

If you have any questions 
or comments please get 
back to me via email 
cburek@bfwg.org.uk.

Prof. Cynthia Burek, CIR

From L to R - Hally Siddons, Dr Samar 
and Cynthia Burek at the workshop 

on Afghanistan during Istanbul 
Conference (Photo: Margaret Tait)
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On Saturday 20th April 2013, members from all parts of the 
country came to the University Women’s Club in London 

to hear 4 well-qualified speakers discuss various elements of 
education within a European context. Our first speaker, Ruth 
Sinclair – Jones, is Head of EU programmes at the British 
Council which includes the Erasmus Project that began in 1987 
and is funded by the European Union. Its aim is to encourage 
student and staff mobility in the EU. 3 million students have 
already taken part.

 We then heard from Katie Belos 
dos Santos, originally from Portugal, 
who participated in the programme 
and described her experiences of 
how the programme benefitted her. 
She now works in this country mainly 
as a police and court interpreter, 
translator and language examiner 
as well as lecturing part-time at the 
University of Portsmouth. She has now 
joined the Winchester Association.

After lunch, we heard from Anne 
Lonsdale, cBe, Deputy High Steward of 
Cambridge University and Trustee of the 
European Humanities University, which 
is now in exile in Vilnius (Lithuania). The 
latter was founded in 1995 to promote 
democracy and integration into Europe 
but was closed by the Belarus President 
Lukashenko for running courses which 
he considered to be too pro-western. 
She also spoke about the organisation 
CARA (Council for Assisting Refugee Academics) of which she is 
the Chair. It was established in 1933 but its work still carries on 
today.

The final speaker was dr. gillian Hilton, former Head of 
Education at Middlesex University, who now heads international 
teams assessing Higher Education programmes for the Department 
of Education and Science in the Baltic States. Despite regular 
visits to these countries, the improvement continues to be slow. 
Dr Hilton is a member of the N London & S Herts Association.

Sheila Youngs, former CER

european Relations day - ‘Aspects of education in europe: Problems and Solutions’

Katie Belos dos Santos

Ruth Sinclair - Jones

It was a bright autumn morning as I travelled to London to 
attend my first Westminster seminar. The Banqueting House 

in Whitehall was our first destination. This imposing building 
dates back to 1622 and was designed and built by Inigo Jones in 
the Italian Renaissance Palladian style during the reign of James I. 

 Our tour started in the undercroft, a smaller, more intimate 
space originally designed as a drinking den for James I. After 
watching a short film we headed up to the main hall, a vast 
double storey height room surrounded by soaring Roman 
columns and simple bench seating, with a large red canopied 
royal throne at the far end. The only other items of furniture 
were three mirror topped tables and several large bean bag 
seats. It soon became apparent why these were necessary as 
the main feature of the room was a magnificent painted ceiling. 
Commissioned by Charles I to glorify the monarchy, it was 
painted by Rubens and we were fascinated to learn that this 
would have been one of the last things Charles I would have 
seen prior to his execution on 30th January 1649. Apparently he 
walked across this hall, out on to an external platform and was 
beheaded to the sound of a dismal and universal groan from 
the crowd, who until that moment had not believed that the 
Parliamentarians would actually execute the King.

To quote the brochure, “The breathtaking canvases have 
survived flooding, fire and war and it is nothing short of a miracle 
that you can still enjoy them in their original setting, just as 
kings, queens and courtiers have done for the past 400 years”. It 

seems amazing to me that this ornate ceiling was not destroyed by 
Oliver Cromwell during the years that followed the Civil War and 
if you have never seen it then I do think it is well worth a visit.  

Afternoon tea was a delightful affair served in the Cholmondeley 
Room at the House of Lords Terrace. Delicate sandwiches, delicious 
cakes and scones with jam and cream were served as we chatted 
and enjoyed the view out to Westminster Bridge, the London Eye 
and across the River Thames glinting in the soft October sunshine.

Prue Chadderton, Lincoln

visit to the Banqueting House and afternoon tea at the House of Lords

Baroness Randerson (in the middle) enjoying tea with Cynthia Burek 
(L) and Sian West (R) at the HoL Terrace (Photo: Barbara Jackson)

Banqueting House (Photo: Barbara Jackson)
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BfWg Scholarship 
funds finance 

committee 

At the meeting of the 
Trustees of the BFWG 

Scholarship Funds, held on 
Friday 18th October 2013, it 
was agreed that the Trustees 
no longer required a BFWG 
Scholarship Funds Finance 
committee. The Trustees 
would meet directly with 
their financial advisers. At the 
same meeting, the Trustees 
appointed Mrs Margaret 
Gotheridge as a Trustee of 
the BFWG Scholarship Funds.

Elizabeth Poskitt, 
Chairman of the Trustees

executive committee meeting Agenda
Saturday 15th march 2014, 10:30 for 11:00 -15:00 

at BfWg meeting Room, HQ
• Please bring this Agenda and the reports, downloaded from the BFWG website, or via the 

Office for hard copies.

• Please confirm your booking using the booking form in this edition, or email your intention to 
come to office@bfwg.org.uk by Friday 7th March. Observers are welcome but space is limited 
to 50 on a first-come-first-served basis.

• Please send all Executive Reports to Rory Haigh at rhaigh@bfwg.org.uk or in writing c/o 
Office marked for attention R Haigh by Friday 21st February and any brief updates by Friday 
7th March. Any matters raised by LAs should also be submitted by Regional Representatives by 
the same date.

• One of the main functions of this meeting is to receive General Resolutions and Nominations 
for posts for the 2014 AGM. Please send these to the Management Team by 28th February.
(Please use jmorley@bfwg.org.uk)

• £6 (cash, please) will be collected from Observers on arrival. Coffee/tea will be served on 
arrival and a glass of wine or soft drink at lunchtime. Please bring your own lunch.

1 President’s opening Remarks Jenny Morley (JMM)

2 Apologies for Absence

3 minutes of executive committee meeting, 9th march 2013

3.1 Accuracy Rory Haigh (RH)

3.2 Matters arising from the minutes not included 
elsewhere on this Agenda

4 President’s report on behalf of the management team

4.1 Review of work of the Management Team (JM) 

4.2 Membership (RH)

4.3 Communications, including Website and Database Dr Sheila Stevens (SS)

4.4 Programme and Public Relations Gabrielle Suff (GS)

4.5 Archives and future developments Susan Miles (SM)

5 Acting chair of finance committee

5.1 Update/comments Barbara Jackson (BJ)

6 Scholarship fund charity administered by BfWg

6.1 Update/comments from the Trustees Dr Elizabeth Poskitt (EP)

6.2 Financial update Margaret Gotheridge (MG)

6.3 Academic Awards Dr Alexandra Blakemore (AB)

7 Sybil campbell collection trustees’ Report Sue Ouvry (SO)

7.1 Nomination for Trustee

8 ffWg (BfWg charitable foundation)

8.1 Update/comments to written report from Trustees John Matthews (JM) 

8.2 Nominations for Governors

9 Regional Representatives’ Reports Regional Representatives 

10 BfWg International Relations 

10.1 CIR/IFUW Council Member Professor Cynthia Burek (CB) 

10.2 CER/UWE Representative Heather Hawkes

11 BfWg news Sudha Srivastava

12 other Reports – update/comments 

13 Agm 2014 

13.1 Update on arrangements GS/Christel Moor (CM)

13.2 Domestic Resolutions

13.3 General Resolutions

13.4 Nominations received

13.5 AGM 2015 GS

14 correspondence (not included elsewhere on the Agenda)

15 Any other Business (if time permits)

16 date of next meeting 

corrections
Autumn news 2013

Page 5

In the BFWG Scholarship 
Winners 2013 list, one 

award winner, emma West 
was missed. Corrected version 
of the news is available on 
the BFWG website. Apologies 
were forwarded to Emma 
West. Here are the details: 
elen Wynne vanstone 
Scholarship £4000 to Emma 
West, Department for Critical 
and Cultural Theory, School 
of English, Communication 
& Philosophy, University 
of Cardiff on her research 
titled ‘The highs and lows 
of modernism – a cultural 
deconstruction’.

Page 7

I am grateful to Susan Miles 
for pointing out some 

discrepancies in paragraph 
3 of my report of Alice 
Prochaska’s speech at the 
AGM. My reference to Janet 
Bourne was incorrect. This 
was indeed Janet Vaughan, 
Principal in 1945 and fellow of 
Somerville from 1934. (I can 
only blame my poor hearing. 
I was sitting at the back!) 
Janet was not the recipient 
of annual visits from Dorothy 
Hodgkin. The Nobel Prize 
winner became the tutor 
of ‘Maggie’ (Roberts, later 
Thatcher). It was ‘Maggie’ 
who held the famous left-
wing scientist ‘in awe’ when 
she welcomed her back to 
college each year. I apologise 
for these errors and hope 
this puts the record straight. 
Thank for your vigilance and 
information Susan.

Margaret Roake
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carol Pugh Award for excellence

The Worcestershire Association of Women Graduates 
reached a new stage in their history when the Carol 

Pugh Award for Excellence was presented at the University Of 
Worcester Business School on 9th October.

Carol Pugh was a former Teacher of Mathematics, Governor 
of a local High School and President of WAWG who tragically died 
before her time. In her memory, this annual award of £200 was 
created to be given to a woman who has achieved excellence 

in the first year of her degree studies. Such was the standard 
of excellence in the work of this year’s female students that 
the award was shared between two, Lorraine Butler and Sophie 
Langford.

The award ceremony, attended by four past, present and 
future Presidents of WAWG, was led by Marilyn Hunt, Associate 
Head of the Worcester Business School and John Price, 
Admissions Tutor. In a short speech to the assembled group  
John mentioned that, although the undergraduate figure for 
the Business School is only 20% female, reservations had been 
voiced by some staff members, based purely on the fact that 
the award is available only to a female student. Presumably, 
this is becoming an increasingly popular point of view in 

Past, present and future Presidents of WAWG with one of the 
winners of the Carol Pugh Award. L to R: Angela Poppleton, Vivien 

Greenow, Lorraine Butler, Anne-Marie Robinson and Liz Rickard 
(Photo: Anne-Marie Robinson)

the Link between the north West travel Bursary and 
Academic Presentation day

On the BFWG website there is a fairly long article describing 
how a chance financial windfall in the late 1990s started 

a travel bursary by competition. In its turn it led to an academic 
presentation day later in the year for four runners-up of that 
same competition.

The purpose of the North West Travel Bursary is to help 
women postgraduate researchers to travel to an international 
conference which would directly help their work. The Academic 
Presentation Day is an opportunity to present work in a different 
format and to compete for a small prize on the day. Assessors 
are very carefully chosen and give their advice privately over 
lunch in a separate room.

The website article explains the order of competition, 
method of presentation, programme, venue and other details 
needed to provide a worthwhile academic event. It is very 
heartening to see how much the competitors appreciate the 
Presentation Day, meeting each other, having a hot buffet lunch 
instead of the usual cold sandwich layout. It helps too, that 
everyone gets a prize as well as a Certificate of Attendance to 
add to their CV.

The year’s Bursary Winner has a slot to herself in the afternoon 
to fulfil one of the Bursary requirements by presenting her work 
to the members living in the North West who were present.

All this is done to carry out BFWG’s aim to support all 
women graduates’ and postgraduates’ research. Do look up the 
full article on the website (link: http://bfwg.org.uk/bfwg6/
index.php/component/content/article/95-scholarships/301-
link-between-the-north-west-travel-bursary-and-academic-
presentation-day). It also has a picture of the wonderfully 
welcoming venue which we have used for years.

Evelyn Campbell Smith, Liverpool

(Apologies to those who already know all this)

Preface: At the first Management Team meeting in September, the Vice Presidents and I had various items of correspondence 
to deal with which had accumulated during the summer office closure, many of which indicated some misunderstanding of 

how BFWG organises itself, its rules and how personnel interact. During the next few copies of News, the Vice Presidents and I 
hope to dispel some misconceptions and enlighten newer Members.

• The permanent governance body is the Board of Directors of BFWG (Company Limited by Guarantee), namely the four Regional 
Representatives, CIR, CER, Chair of Finance, the Vice Presidents and the Chairman of the Board who is the BFWG President. It 
is a BFWG custom to call this Board - executive committee. It meets physically in March and also works and votes via email, 
as needed, in between. The members are elected by Council (see below). The Editor of the BFWG News is also a non-voting 
member of Executive, as are the Procedural and Constitutional Advisers.

• The day-to-day running and decision making is done by the management team which comprises the President and the Vice 
Presidents (up to five, currently four). They work in close collaboration with the Chair of Finance, as any unbudgeted expense 
over £50 has to be agreed by all, following a requisitioning process. As well as frequent emailing, the management team 
meets physically at least three times a year, when the Chair of Finance can also be invited to participate, but not to vote, as 
she is not an official member of the Management Team.

•	 council usually meets and votes only once a year at the AGM and is comprised of the Executive Directors as above, plus the 
official voting Delegates from the Local Associations and from the Independent Members proportionally representing this 
membership. Independent Members’ views are sought previously, via mail, on Nominations for office and any Resolutions 
before the AGM, so the volunteer delegates know how to use their votes. Many LAs, very sensibly, mandate their delegates to 
listen to discussion and information and come to their own conclusion as trusted colleagues.

Jenny Morley for the Management Team

getting to know your federation: Part one of a series 

today’s society. Fortunately, however, the overriding opinion 
within the Business School is in favour of the award, and the 
afternoon was a very happy occasion!

The presentation took place in the Board Room of the 
former Worcester Royal Infirmary, the actual room where the 
British Medical Association was founded under the leadership 
of Sir Charles Hastings. We hope this event will raise the 
profile of both the Worcester Business School and the British 
Federation of Women Graduates.

Angela Poppleton - President, Worcestershire Association
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SIx-dAy vISIt to StRASBouRg 
mAy 2014

Preliminary arrangements have been made for this 
visit, as follows:

monday 5th may (Bank Holiday): Depart London by private 
luxury coach (Channel crossing via Eurotunnel)

Arrive Reims: Hotel Mercure (4*) in town centre (Bed and 
breakfast)

tuesday 6th may: Depart Reims. Arrive Strasbourg. Hotel 
Mercure ‘Palais des Congres’ (4*), close to all the European 
Institutions (Bed and breakfast)

Wednesday 7th may: 9 am visit to the euRoPeAn couRt 
of HumAn RIgHtS (One will know shortly whether the 
court will be in session or not)

Afternoon: Possible visit to one or more of the following: 
UK	 Delegation	 (Foreign	 Office),	 the	 British	 Council	 or	
Palais de L’europe.

thursday 8th may: Morning will be free for sightseeing in 
old city centre (known as Petite France, with its canals, 
half-timbered houses and cathedral) and/or shopping.

2:30 pm: visit to the euRoPeAn PARLIAment, (probably 
not in session) lasting approx. one and a half hours, for a 
chamber tour, with introduction by an information officer.

friday 9th may (am): Depart Strasbourg for Reims. Hotel as 
above (Bed and breakfast)

Saturday 10th may: Depart Reims. Arrive London

Price (based on minimum 35 paying): £450 
p.p. in a double room, £620 single room. Prices 
do not include lunch or dinner. Please see booking 
forms.

++BFWG Bulletin Board++BFWG Bulletin Board++

SPRIng RegIonAL meetIngS
mercia and Wales Region Agm

Saturday 5th April 2014
Lower Smite Farm, Hindlip, Worcestershire WR3 8SZ

10:30 – 16:00 cost £15

Speaker: dr Lucy thorne, mBiochem, mRes, Phd 
(Winner of the BFWG Centenary Award for her work in virology)
“Secrets to the success of the Winter vomiting Bug and 

are there any good viruses out there?”

Cheques in advance please, payable to Worcestershire 
Association of Women Graduates (WAWG) with booking slip 
to: Mrs. M. Richards, 17 Eastbank Court, Eastbank Drive, 

Worcester WR3 7EW
Tel: 01905 319760, Email: margaretmrichards@sky.com

Please see booking forms.

Southern Region Agm
Saturday 29th march 2014
John Baker - White Memorial Hall

Street End, Lower Hardres, Canterbury CT4 5NP

10:30 – 15:45 cost £30

Speaker: Sian West - Associate Lecturer in 
criminology, university of Kent

Programme
10:30 – 11:00 Registration with tea/coffee
11:00 – 13:00 AGM
13:00 – 14:30 Lunch
14:30 – 15:30 Talk
15:30 – 15:45 Tea/Coffee 

Please make your cheque for £30 payable to CAWG and 
send with booking slip to: Janet Potter, 50 Riverside Close, 

Bridge, Canterbury, Kent CT4 5TN to arrive by
 21st february 2014. 

Tel: 01227 832331 Email: janet_potter@onetel.com. 

Please see booking forms.

northern Region Agm
Saturday 29th march 2014

Hollins Hey Hotel, New Brighton, CH45 0JY

10:30 – 16:00 cost £21.00

Please return your application form and cheque payable to 
Liverpool Association of Graduate Women (LAGW) to: Mrs E 
C Smith, 28 Ferguson Avenue, GREASBY, Wirral, CH49 1RP 

Tel: 0151-678-1620, Email: ecdyslex@hotmail.com by 
Saturday 22nd march 2014. 

Please see booking form in Autumn News 2013.

Research Presentation day 2014
Saturday may 17th at BfWg HQ

This is the day when members meet up and network with 
young academics as well as enjoy a day of stimulating talks 
and discussions. Lunch will be provided. The event is free 
to all bonafide students (UG and PG) and £10 charge for 
members and guests. If you have never been to one of our 

RPDs, make 2014 the year you come!

executIve commIttee meetIng
Saturday 15th march 2014, 10:30 for 11:00-15:00 

at BfWg meeting Room, HQ
For Agenda please see Page 6 of this News

£6 (cash) will be collected from Observers on arrival
for booking details, please see booking forms

Sybil campbell Annual Seminar
thursday 15th may 2014

University of Winchester
17:30 for 18:00

Speaker: Professor Joyce goodman and Jane martin
Subject: edItH moRLey

Please indicate your intention to attend by contacting: 
Dr S Spencer, Faculty of Education, Health and Social Care, 

University of Winchester, West Hill, Winchester Hants. 
SO22 4NR

Email: Stephanie.Spencer@winchester.ac.uk
Further information will be available on the website


